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SCOTT
450 G LOV E S

SCOTT 450 PODIUM GLOVE

240600

The SCOTT 450 Glove is a high end, lightweight breathable glove with everything you want
and nothing you don’t. It features a spandex/nylon form with with Coolmax® ventilated uppers,
Clarino™ leather palms, and Lycra gussets in the fingers. The SCOTT 450 Glove is articulated for
comfort and ease of use.
SHELL FABRIC: TOP HAND: cool max Spandex,
Clarino™ leather
PALM: Neoprene cuff, PALM: 60%Nylon, 40%
Polyurethane, UPPER: 22%Polyester, 15%
Nylon, 8% Polyurethane
SIZE: S-XXL

grey/black - 1019
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FEATURES:

++ Single Clarino leather palm
for maximum feel
++ Hook and loop closure
++ Silicone tacky lever grip

pink/green - 2393

black/blue - 1004

green/blue - 2278
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SCOTT
350 G LOVES

SCOTT 350 DIRT GLOVE

240597

The SCOTT 350 glove was designed with a minimalist approach. The single layer palm offers an
unprecedented feel. With a simple slip on design, a spandex upper, a polyester palm and a no-slip
neoprene cuff this glove offers the best bang for the buck around.
SHELL FABRIC: TOP HAND: twill spandex, PALM:
Clarino, Lycra trim, PALM: 60%Nylon, 40%
Polyurethane, UPPER: 22%Polyester, 15%
Nylon,8% Polyurethane
SIZE: S-XXL

blue/orange - 1454
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blue/yellow - 1054

FEATURES:

++ Slip on design
++ Single layer Clarino synthetic leather palm
for maximum feel
++ Silicone tacky palm and lever grip

grey/blue - 1100

black/yellow - 1040
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SCOTT 350 RACE GLOVE

240598

The SCOTT 350 glove was designed with a minimalist approach. The single layer palm offers an
unprecedented feel. With a simple slip on design, a spandex upper, a polyester palm and a no-slip
neoprene cuff this glove offers the best bang for the buck around.
SHELL FABRIC: TOP HAND: twill spandex
PALM: Clarino, Lycra trim, PALM: 60%Nylon,
40% Polyurethane, UPPER: 22%Polyester,15%N

ylon,8%Polyurethane
S-XXL

SIZE:

black/white - 1007

FEATURES:

++ Slip on design
++ Single layer Clarino synthetic leather palm
for maximum feel
++ Silicone tacky palm and lever grip

green/blue - 2278

blue/orange - 1454

SCOTT 350 TRACK GLOVE

240599

The SCOTT 350 glove was designed with a minimalist approach. The single layer palm offers an
unprecedented feel. With a simple slip on design, a spandex upper, a polyester palm and a no-slip
neoprene cuff this glove offers the best bang for the buck around.
SHELL FABRIC: TOP HAND: twill spandex
PALM: Clarino, Lycra trim, PALM: 60%Nylon,
40% Polyurethane, UPPER:22%Polyester,15%N
ylon,8%Polyurethane
SIZE: S-XXL

blue/orange - 1454
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FEATURES:

++ Slip on design
++ Single layer Clarino synthetic leather palm
for maximum feel
++ Silicone tacky palm and lever grip

blue/red - 1105

black/green - 1043
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2 5 0 G L OV E S

SCOTT 250 GLOVE

237583

The SCOTT 250 Glove is the perfect glove for the entry level rider. high end materials and design
melded together to offer an inexpensive glove built to last.
SHELL FABRIC: TOP HAND:

Poly blend, Lycra trim,
SIZE: S-XXL

Poly-mesh, PALM:

black - 0001
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FEATURES:

++ Lightly padded palm for maximum
protection
++ Hook and loop closure

orange - 0036

red - 0004
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SCOTT RIDGELINE GLOVE

217721

This glove was designed for the Ridgeline Series with durability, protection, and warmth in mind.
The glove is designed with a full neoprene upper with Clarino™ leather palm and neoprene cuff.
It’s ideal for long trail rides in adverse conditions.
SHELL FABRIC: SHELL FABRIC: Neoprene
PALM: Clarino™, PALM: 60% Nylon, 40%
Polyurethane, UPPER: 40%Nylon, 10%

Polyurethane
SIZE: S-XXXL

FEATURES:

++ Full clarino leather palm for durability and
protection

black/lime green - 2897

SCOTT ASSAULT GLOVE

237585

One of SCOTT’s most technically advanced gloves. The SCOTT Assault Glove features a
premium leather palm and carbon fiber knuckle pads. A second premium leather patch
reinforces the knuckle area, and tacky finger grips round out the ultimate glove for the aggressive
off-road rider.
SHELL FABRIC: Clarino™ and leather palm,
dimple mesh backhand, Leather and carbon
fiber knuckles, PALM:60 % Nylon, 40%
Polyester, UPPER: 35%NaturalLeather, 15%
Nylon, 5% Polyurethane
SIZE: S-XXXL

FEATURES:

++ Top grain premium leather palm patch for
durability
++ Top grain premium leather
++ Carbon fiber knuckle reinforcement
++ Tacky finger grip

black - 0001

SCOTT NEOPRENE II GLOVE

black/white - 1007

237324

The Neoprene II Glove from SCOTT is a lightly padded, comfortable glove that will keep you
warm when conditions get cold and wet..
SHELL FABRIC: SHELL FABRIC: 100%
Polychloroprene, PALM: Clarino
SIZE: S-XXXL

FEATURES:

++ 100% neoprene all purpose glove

black/lime green - 2897
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black/white - 1007
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